
 

 

 

Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeek 7 
 

Gentlemen and gentlemen, it’s 
another week here in Camp 
Chevra and we are rocking and 
rolling!! Well, the campers are 
rocking but there is a cat in camp 
still named Kalman who is rolling 
around. When I asked him why 
he’s rolling around he said it’s 
because he had three slices of 
pizza and he can’t walk. I asked 
him why he’s still here and he 
said because this is the week 
that he catches Michoel the 
Mouse. So, I figured I watch him 
to see if he will actually get the 
job done. The first thing I notice 
is that he is very lazy, and he 
always gets distracted by food. 
Maybe that’s why he is having 
such a hard time with this whole 
mouse thing. See, its only 
Monday and he’s running around 
looking for envelopes stuffed 
with pictures. When I follow him, 
I see Gedalia Siklos and Abie 
Shenker running out to the 
football fields, and I see Avromi 

Kopstick and pieces running to 
the lockers. I follow him to the 
gym, and I see all the bunks 
sitting on the floor and gluing in 
all these pieces of pictures. Bunk 
Levi seems like they have almost 
every picture and Bunk 
Yissachar is again almost on the 
way to another prize. After all the 
pieces were found all around 
camp, the bunks tried to get the 
entire picture. As the day comes 
to an end the leagues are really 
coming to a close finish. On 
Tuesday we all packed our 
beautiful busses to go to 
Clementon, the amazing water 
park and amusement park. As 
the busses pull out, I see the little 
mouse gets on bus number two, 
while Kalman gets on bus 
number three. At least I know 
that they won’t be arguing on the 
trip. When we pull into the park, I 
expect Kalman to attack and 
take advantage of the sleepy 
mouse, but he is again distracted 



by the delicious tuna and egg 
sandwiches and all the rides. It’s 
off to the amazing amusement 
park entertainment. After going 
on the ring of fire with Weltin and 
Kut it was off to the train which 
took us all around the amazing 
park. After the train we went off 
to the swings and the turny 
purple things. The carousel was 
nice, and the basketball shot was 
a real tricky doozer. It was then 
2:30 and was time to hit the 
water park. The first thing we 
went on was the huge 6-person 
tube ride. The tube went round 
and round before splashing into 
the pool below. It was then off to 
the lazy river which was more 
like a riptide. The tubes were 
sailing along as we all had a 
great time. The wave pool and 
the massive bucket drop were 
epic, and the big drop and the 
race slides were awesome. After 
getting my ices and finishing off 
the last few rides it was back to 
the oak pavilion to get changed 
and start heading back to camp. 
There was Kalman again wolfing 
down cold cut sandwiches as we 
all ate supper and davened 
mincha. The way back I hear 
Kalman got very upset because 
he was on the bus that broke 
down. B”H everyone got back 
basically on time, and everyone 
had a blast. One thing that 

Kalman hates is surprises. The 
one time in 2017 when Avigdor 
Hammer surprised him with a 
peanut butter cake, Kalman 
didn’t talk to Avigdor for two 
weeks. Now I see Kalman 
getting into his little cage, and he 
looks all upset. He says that on 
the bus back they broke out 
COLORWAR team blue vs red 
and he was all surprised and 
even shocked. All the boys loved 
it and they are all getting ready 
for an amazing color war. 
Wednesday starts off with red 
and blue. The teams headed to 
the gym for some amazing races 
and some intense competitions. 
The cheering and shouting for 
the teams were insane. The staff 
had a blast coming out in 
costumes and in color. The first 
day of color war was cheer 
songs and sports. After one long 
day of swimming races, sport 
games, singing, learning and 
cheering the scores are so close 
I have no idea who will win. The 
second day of color war brings 
the scores even closer with red 
winning the staff kickball game 
and blue winning the sport 
games. It was thanks to Akiva 
Deutsch’s game winning 
smashing hit that his team won 
their game and got points. it was 
now time for the plays and 
songs. The blue teams play was 



just perfect. Short and sweet and 
to the point. The red teams were 
long and crazy, and I don’t know 
if I got the point. After the plays 
was the tearful alma mater. Each 
team sang so well and clear and 
poured out their hearts. In the 
end the winning team was the 
team of bah bah bah bah bah 
bah…. RRREEEDDD!! Yes, as 
you know it was Sruli Rosen, 
Bentzi Warum, Mrs. Kut and the 
team of red who got the victory. 
Everyone put in their all and had 
an amazing color war. Just as 
you think it’s time for dismissal 
and the day is over…. it’s not. 
Two luxurious stretch limo party 

busses just pulled up to camp 
and the entire senior division is 
off to high exposure. That’s 
where Elya Adler, Dovid 
Benjamin and the rest of the 
crew climbed up the 200-foot 
walls of terror. The climbing skills 
and abilities were shining as 
these boys swung, climbed and 
even sit on toilets for two hours 
of non-stop fun. As Friday rolls 
around its time for playoffs!! 
Every team has a chance to be 
crowned the champion of 
leagues. Let hit the fields and 
see who will move on and who 
will be sent home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chevra X  By Rabbi Wizel 

 
Squeak…Squeak…Squeak!    

Hey everyone, it’s Michoel Mouse. I personally love coming out of my hole to snoop 

around in the afternoon during Camp Chevra X. That’s when most of Camp Chevra has 

gone home and it’s only a select few that stay back for the party of their lives. (As I 

mentioned in the past, I am a bit too shy and overwhelmed to come out during the day when 

all 200 campers are roaming the hall. It’s also a squish hazard.) Because of this, I usually 

don’t go on any major trips other than the weekly Thursday trips. (Which would make it 

suspicious that Kalman the Klutzy Cat apparently saw a mouse at the boulders game and 

thought it was me…it’s like…you think you can get away with not knowing who I am and just 

calling me Tzaddik to my face… HOW CAN A MASTER EXTERMINATOR 

NOT KNOW WHO HIS TARGET IS??!?!? Ughh. Whatever.) But after missing 

last major trip and hearing all about how great it was, I decided that this time I would come 

out of my shell and hop along to CLEMINTON AMUSMENT PARK! 

The entire Monday I was sooooo excited that I couldn’t think straight. Even Daniel 

Halpert, my canteen buddy, noticed that something was off with me and he even offered 

me a can of Sierra Mist (Canteen Manager tried to get more Sprite, but The Rabbi did 

not let him steal any more staff… so he had to improvise) to calm my nerves.  In the end it was 

only Shlomo Fried’s squeeze up ices wrapper that made me calm enough to go to sleep. I 

mean, I’m a small mouse and here I’m going on this major trip to a big park really far away 

from home…gulp! 

Tuesday morning I was up bright and early and after I did some finger breaths, I stepped 

out of my mousehole and into Camp Chevra’s hallways. I saw so many kids bubbling with 

this contagious excitement that it really made me feel better about the big trip. As soon as 

the busses pulled in I made my way to the oldest bus with all the kids that I recognized from 

Chevra X when all of a sudden…NO….it can’t be….THE CANTEEN 

MANAGER!!!! He was sitting at the front of the bus with the same evil smile he had 

during the entire Olympics 2021!!! My little brain quickly switched gears and I ran off the 

bus as fast as my little legs could take me. I flew all the way to the 2nd bus where I found… 

Kalman the Klutzy Cat wearing headphones and fast asleep. I am not being on a bus with 



this clown; his snoring is ruining my concentration. So I finally settled down in the youngest 

bus where The Chassidish Guy was in charge (I was scared that he might be driving, but 

he asked one of his trillion cousins to drive instead). The ride there was a lot of fun. I got 

to schmooze with Daniel Ginsberg, Joe Joe Taub, Menachem Landy and Eliyahu 

Galvine, and before I knew it, we had arrived! Clementon Amusement Park and Water 

Park!  

To describe the amount of fun I had would take up six pages, so I will try to keep it short. I 

met some mice on the line to get soda. Apparently, they came from Brooklyn with their 

camps, and we spent the day together schmoozing, going on rides, swimming in the wave 

pool and just having an awesome time. Kalman the Klutzy Cat on the other hand was found 

sleeping on a beach chair at the kiddy park. What a goof.  

On the way back The Chassidish Guy played an awesome video when all of the sudden 

COLOR WAR BREAKOUT!!!! Wow, I did not see that coming. I went to bed that 

night excited to see what adventures color war would bring the next day. 

Wednesday, I opted to stay in my mousehole for the first half of the day, but I did manage 

to peek out during track and field to see and feel the ruach that color war brings to camp. 

After a magnet-tizing dismissal (see what I did there? 😉), our Chevra X boys davened 

Mincha and were off to the playoff games! Yes, that’s right, we are up to play offs 

already…. so exciting!!! Refreshments were served cold as the weather was quite hot, and 

Zalman Light’s leftover ices saved me from a heatstroke. Phew. 

Thursday was round 2 of Color War, and boy did the 2 teams bring on the heat – no, 

literally Black Heavens (the Canteen Manager’s expensive weather app) reported that it 

was 100% heat on Thursday, and the source was Camp Chevra headquarters where the 

2 teams went neck to neck in one of the most intense and hair raising Color Wars in camp’s 

history. The cheer songs, the alma matter, the games, it was all too intense for me. And just 

when the day couldn’t get any more exciting, 2 PARTY BUSSES roll into the 

driveway to bring the campers to HIGH EXPOSURE!!!! As soon as I got on the party 

bus, though, I got dazed by the pumping music, bright disco lights, and did I mention the 

massive squish- hazard?! Good thing that Moshe Weissberg and Avraham Peikes saw me 

and quickly hid me in the ice box before Yossi Dembitzer and Shua Appel got up to dance 

their hearts out. Close call. 

At High Exposure the boys were strapped on to harnesses and off they went to all the 

different walls to climb. Akiva Deutch managed to make it to the 30 ft Throne of Honor 



at the top of the rock climbing wall, and Eli Grossberger climbed the picture frame wall 

almost till the top. There was so much climbing everywhere that it was nearly impossible not 

have a blast. Speaking of having a blast, I thought I saw Kalman the Klutzy Cat 

somewhere… where was it again… oh yeah! I remember now! He was sleeping on the party 

bus, how could I forget! Anyways, after the trip, the Really Big Jolly Loud Gentleman 

came on our party bus for the ride back and boy did he rock it up! He got Chaim 

Ansbacher, Gavriel Halpert, and Shimon Greenspan so pumped that for a second they 

all looked like they were fully face painted for the red team. As we finish up this week I am 

beginning to hear some very alarming rumors that are making me nervous… I’m hoping it’s not 

true and that it only gets better…. 

 

Squeak, squeak, have a great week! 

Yours truly, 

Michoel Mouse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Even though cp”dubs”w is no longer in camp. wE will continue to have his ArticLes. We can’t have a weak withou 

random shoutouts to mispelled campers and random people most of you never heard of. so hear goes 

 

yOUR favorite head staff member 

 

“wait whu wrote this article” - CPW/ “who is rabbi kletzrachen” – Manny H / “will my hair ever grow back” - me to 

nesanel roizman / “Where is the duct tape”-  rabbi piggle wiggle “why do you do these quotes anyway” – Shua 

Appel / “Are we their yet” - multiple / Is the bus moving? – Rabbi Sherman/  “Why did Newton have to sit under an 

apple tree to discover gravity? Did he think apples fell up until that point?” – Bored staff member  

“Are You Eating That? ” 

By CP7.6473838203474 

 

 aS the bucket said to the rope well well well. tHis wuz a weak to remember. I remembered that 

camp started monday, even though not so staam didn’t, he thought it started twosday.  Monday was find 

the PICTURE day. This would have been an AMAZING ACTIVITY if surly rosenator didn’t take all the 

envelopes thinkingthey were tips. BOY was he surprised to find sixteen pictures of my tongue in them. 

This was the first time they found Chaim pesach during an activity.  

 Twosday was trip day, but I got back up. I missed the BUS and had to ride the rest of the way on 

the tIRES. Has anyone seen my belt? Or my spleen? When we got there I was first on line for the roller 

coaster. I’m still waiting. Moshe Brachfeldinber was coming down the slide in his tube, I wish I had seen 

this earlier as I went down the slide under my tube. It was better then Krinski who thought the tube was a 

donut and…..well he’s fine now. Shaya “the emperor” genut had sixteen cups of free soda, but I just kept 

my mouth open when the big bucket tipped. Speaking of tips rabbi pikis duzznt let me speak about tips. 

 Color breakout was supposed to be three busses broke down but in an ironic Olympic day twist, 

two of them didn’t get stuck. Rabbi shermans did because something was in the engine. (now I know 

where my spleen went) . Either weigh it was color war and lootennant generl jake took a page out of my 

book and was nowhere to be found. Now we know why they wore masks last year.  Dov “elmo” carolli 

became a tiger , but was knocked out by Yossi “Winnie the pooh” Neuman. This wood have been fine but 

he had a water bottle next to him and his picture is now in the post office. This year red wun because of 

me. I didn’t write their songs and plays and that immediately resulted in victory. 

 Random shoutouts. It was shloimi “silver” goldsteins birthday and I love cupcakes. Menachem 

Landy rocked the swikers hike, which was better the ary kraslater who was stuck on the rock. It was 

really hot so I went to get an ices and found Elchunu “really cool” kut hiding in there. There were no bats 

for the baseball game, so AB sHenker aka Abie Shenker went to Wuhan and got one but there was a leak 

and they had none left. More shoutouts to Avi Fiskus who didn’t want any extra French toast. Eitan 

goldwicht came back, and is now the prime minister of galoozitstan. Why duz everyone ask if I’m related 

to dan the man ginsberg. It probably my caruncle.speciAl shutouts to the blue team staff kickball team. 

Every one have a GREAT year. I am now in Harvrd studiing English ror my PHD, so wait till yu reed 

next years articles. Until then what will yu reed? I don’t know either. 

Chaim Pesach Weiss 



BEST IN BUNK 

 
BUNK A - AVROMI GINSBERG, YY FRIED, SHLOMO STERN 

BUNK B – YAAKOV ELIYAHU PANTEIR 

BUNK C – AVIEL SALVAY 

BUNK D – YAIR SLATUS 

BUNK AVRAHAM - YAAKOV HEINEMANN AND SHUA SHENKER 

BUNK YITZCHOK – DOVI FRIEDMAN 

BUNK MENASHE – BUGS BUNNY 

BUNK EPHRAIM – SHMUEL KATZ AND ELIMEIR KOPSTICK 

BUNK REUVEN – MOSHE GELMAN 

BUNK SHIMON – ARYEH LICHTENSTEIN 

BUNK LEVI – YITZY FRIEDMAN 

BUNK YEHUDA – DR. MIDDOS 

BUNK YISSACHAR – ARYEH MULLER & MOSHE BERMAN 

BUNK ZEVULAN – EITAN GABBAY & SHAYA ELBOGEN 

BUNK XTREME – EZRIEL METH AND YESHAYA VILINSKY 

 

BEST IN LEARNING 

RABBI KRASNOW – MOISHE GENUTH 

RABBI BERMAN – YECHIEL ZIDDEL 

RABBI VILINSKY - EREZ WOLFSETT 

RABBI WIZEL – MOSHE BRACHFELD 

RABBI SHERMAN – ELYA ADLER 

RABBI LEFKOWITZ - ARI LIPSZYC 

RABBI CLICKERS – RABBI LEFKOWITZ 

Please visit www.campchevra.com and follow us on Instagram @campchevra for all the latest pictures 
and videos 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.campchevra.com/


Dear Chevra Parents, 

 
 Our counselors and staff have done a tremendous job, going beyond the call of duty to make sure that 
your son(s) have the best experience possible. They have truly made a difference in the lives of the 
campers. We feel it is a nice gesture to tip the counselors. Please take this letter as a suggestion, not a 
requirement. We recommend tipping your child’s staff members directly. In addition to these staff members, 
the Rebbeim have worked immeasurably hard to ensure that your sons continue to learn Torah throughout 
the summer- we recommend tipping them as well.  

 

Suggested Full Summer Tips:  

Rebbeim: $50 - Counselors: $40 - Co-Counselors: $35 - Junior Counselors $25  
Swikers: $40 Cash or make a check out to Camp Chevra and we will divide it amongst the Swikers 
counselors 

The staff in BOLD are CAME FOR THE 2ND HALF. The rest  stayed for the entire summer. 

  

Avraham 
Co- Counselor:  Baruch Pollack 
Co- Counselor:  Abie Halpert 
Yitzchok  
Counselor: Yaakov Rayvich 
Junior Counselor: Shua Dahan 
Menashe 
Counselor: Shmuel Dovid Uhlman 
Junior Counselor: Doni Kleiman 
Ephraim 
Counselor: Daniel Ginsburg 
Junior Counselor: Yitzy Breger 
Reuven 
Co-Counselor: Dov Karoly 
Co-Counselor: Yossi Newman 
Shimon 
Counselor: Shaya Baker 
Junior Counselor: Yaakov Stamm 
Levi 
Co- Counselor: Meir Halpert  
Co- Counselor: Eli Gewirtzman 
Yehuda 
Counselor: Jacob Berkowitz  
Junior Counselor: Kovi Goldfarb 
Junior Counselor: Noam Deutsch 
Yissachar 
Co -Counselor: Azi Wolf 
Co - Counselor: Sruli Rosen 
Zevulun 
Counselor: Bentzi Warum 
Junior Counselor: Zevi Krinsky 
 
 
 

X-Treme 
Co- Counselor: Zisha Fortgang (6 weeks) 
Co- Counselor: Nesonel Roizman (3 weeks) 
 
PRE1 A – (Director: Shua Berman) 
A 
Co - Counselor: Eli Wiener 
Co -Counselor: Dovi SIlber 
B  
Co - Counselor: Menachem Eisenberg (6 weeks) 
Co - Counselor: Moshe Zev Schachter 
C 
Co -Counselor: Ezra Hook 
Co - Counselor: Shalom Gross 
D 
Co - Counselor: Gershon Korn 
Co- Counselor: Chaim Stefansky 
 
Swikers Director: Rabbi Oppen  
Swikers Counselor: Chaim Weiss (5 weeks) 
Swikers Junior Counselor: Yitzy Oppen 
Swikers Junior Counselor: Sholom Gottesfeld 
 
Rebbeim: 
Going into 1st: Rabbi Weiss (5 weeks) 
Rabbi Weiner (2 weeks) 
Going into 1st: Rabbi Fortgang (5 weeks) 
Rabbi Halpert (2 weeks) 
Going into 2nd: Rabbi Eisenberg (6 weeks) 
Going into 3rd: Rabbi Lefkowitz 
Going into 4th: Rabbi Berman 
Going into 4th: Rabbi Wizel 
Going into 5th: Rabbi Weinstein (6 weeks) 
Going into 6th: Rabbi Sherman 
Going into 7th, 8th: Rabbi Vilinsky (2 weeks)

 


